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Out Of My Hands
Jason Mraz

This is my first tab. Hope you like it :)

Note: Sometimes he plays the chords a little different. He does that with the C
--
> C7 and the D --> Dsus4. You really have to watch the video for that: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBkuBL1OqTU

Capo 3

Oooh...
Dm Dm Bb F 2x

Dm       Dm      Bb              F
You went walking away, into the sun
Dm        Dm      Bb             F
How romantic, no i knew we were done

                   Dm                 Dm                     Bb    F
Was it something I said, something I did, it must be over my head
                     Dm                            Dm                    Bb  Bb
I didn t quite understand it, now it s out of my hands, it s out of my hands

Dm                  Dm                     Bb                 F 
I am sorry for the way you was feeling about yourself, every day
Dm                      Dm                     Bb           F
Baby you needed me to make it, so you can keep on running away

                    Dm                Dm                      Bb    F
Was it something I said, something I did, it must be over my head
                      Dm                          Dm                    Bb   Bb
I didn t quite understand it, now it s out of my hands, it s out of my hands

          F         F                         C   C 
When it feels like life has gotten out of control,
          Dm       Dm                 Bb      Bb 
when it feels like much too much to hold
          F             F               C 
When it feels like too much to understand

A7                         Dm                 Bb                  F 
Know, that s out of your hands, out of your hands, out of your hands

ooohhh
Dm Dm Bb F 4x

                    Dm                Dm                       Bb   F
Was it something I said, something I did, it must be over my head



                      Dm                          Dm                      Bb Bb
I didn t quite understand it, now it s out of my hands, it s out of my hands

         F           F                        C      C 
When it feels like life has gotten out of control,
          Dm        Dm                Bb    Bb 
when it feels like much too much to hold
          F             F              C 
When it feels like too much to understand
A7                         Dm                Bb                  F 
Know, that s out of your hands, out of your hands, out of your hands
A7                         Dm                 Bb                  F 
Know, that s out of your hands, out of your hands, out of your hands

ooohhh...
Dm Dm Bb F 4x 


